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Description

FIELD

[0001] Various embodiments are directed to methods
and apparatus for link transmission scheduling in a wire-
less communications system, e.g. in an ad hoc wireless
network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In some time-slotted wireless ad-hoc networks,
the links in the network compete with each other for traffic
segments, and a subset of the links that do not interfere
with each other are scheduled, e.g., self-scheduled, for
a particular traffic transmission slot. The set of links typ-
ically scheduled by practical distributed algorithms are
not maximal, i.e., there are links outside the set of sched-
uled links which could also be added to the set without
significant interference to the existing set.
[0003] In some implementations, using an approach
of one round of connection scheduling, a link may yield
to another yielding link, i.e., a link may unnecessarily de-
cide to not compete. This unnecessary yielding can result
in reduced traffic throughput than would otherwise have
been possible if the unnecessary yielding did not occur.
[0004] In view of the above, it should be appreciated
that there is a need for new methods and apparatus that
reduce the likelihood that unnecessary yielding will occur.
[0005] Document US 2010/0085973 A1 describes that
wireless terminals in a peer to peer system, which desire
to communicate traffic signals, acquire a connection
identifier associated with traffic transmission request air
link resources. The air link resources in the system are
structured so that each connection identifier has a one
to one mapping to a request transmission unit, the re-
quest transmission units are arranged into a plurality of
groups, and each group occurs in a different symbol time
interval for the same traffic slot. A wireless terminal iden-
tifies locally available connection identifiers from a set of
connection identifiers based on power received on indi-
vidual connection identification transmission units in a
set of connection identification transmission units; deter-
mines, for each group having an identified locally avail-
able connection identifier, an interference estimate; and
selects a connection identifier from the identified locally
available connection identifiers belonging to a group hav-
ing an acceptable determined interference estimate.

SUMMARY

[0006] The invention is defined in independent claims
1, 9 and 15. Various embodiments are directed to method
and apparatus for efficiently scheduling links in wireless
communications network. Various described methods
and apparatus are well suited for use in ad hoc wireless
networks in which scheduling decisions are made in a
distributed and/or decentralized manner. In some em-

bodiments, the links in a network, e.g., in a peer to peer
ad hoc network, are adaptively grouped based on com-
parable link channel gain. Exemplary signaling used, in
some but not necessarily all embodiments, by devices
to estimate channel gain corresponding to links includes
broadcast connection identifier signals and reverse
broadcast connection identifier signals. In various em-
bodiments, there is a predetermined relationship be-
tween a broadcast connection identifier signal and a re-
verse broadcast connection identifier signal which facil-
itates link channel gain estimation. Grouping links into
sets based on comparable link channel gain, and selec-
tively ordering the scheduling priorities of the different
groups is used to improve scheduling efficiency, e.g., de-
crease the likelihood that unnecessary yielding occurs,
as compared to approaches which do not use such link
grouping.
[0007] An exemplary method of operating a first wire-
less communications device in an ad hoc network to per-
form link transmission scheduling for a first link, in ac-
cordance with some embodiments, comprises: estimat-
ing link channel gain for each of a plurality of links in said
ad hoc network and assigning the first link to one of a
plurality of different groups of links according to an esti-
mated channel gain of the first link relative to estimated
channel gains of other links. The exemplary method fur-
ther comprises determining priority of the first link for a
first time period based on a link identifier corresponding
to the first link and the group of links to which the first link
was assigned and making a first link scheduling decision
for the first time period as a function of the determined
priority of the first link.
[0008] An exemplary first wireless communications de-
vice for use in an ad hoc network, in accordance with
some embodiments, comprises at least one processor
configured to: estimate link channel gain for each of a
plurality of links in said ad hoc network; assign a first link
to one of a plurality of different groups of links according
to an estimated channel gain of the first link relative to
estimated channel gains of other links; determine priority
of the first link for a first time period based on a link iden-
tifier corresponding to the first link and the group of links
to which the first link was assigned; and make a first link
scheduling decision for the first time period as a function
of the determined priority of the first link. The exemplary
first wireless communications device further comprises
memory coupled to said at least one processor.
[0009] While various embodiments have been dis-
cussed in the summary above, it should be appreciated
that not necessarily all embodiments include the same
features and some of the features described above are
not necessary but can be desirable in some embodi-
ments. Numerous additional features, embodiments and
benefits of various embodiments are discussed in the
detailed description which follows.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0010]

Figure 1 is a drawing of an exemplary peer to peer
wireless communications system in accordance with
various exemplary embodiments.
Figure 2 is a flowchart of an exemplary method of
operating a wireless communications device in ac-
cordance with various exemplary embodiments.
Figure 3 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless com-
munications device in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment.
Figure 4 is a drawing of an assembly of modules
which can be, and in some embodiments is, used in
the exemplary wireless communications device illus-
trated in Figure 3.
Figure 5 illustrates three exemplary links which in-
terfere with one another.
Figure 6 is a drawing of an exemplary recurring tim-
ing frequency structure in accordance with an exem-
plary embodiment.
Figure 7 illustrates exemplary connection ID broad-
cast resources in accordance with an exemplary em-
bodiment.
Figure 8 illustrates exemplary forward connection
identifier signal resources and exemplary reverse
connection identifier signal resources in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 9 illustrates exemplary traffic scheduling re-
sources in accordance with an exemplary embodi-
ment.
Figure 10 illustrates one example of traffic transmis-
sion request resources in accordance with an exem-
plary embodiment.
Figure 11 illustrates another example of traffic trans-
mission request resources in accordance with an ex-
emplary embodiment.
Figure 12 illustrates yet another example of traffic
transmission request resources in accordance with
an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 13 illustrates still another example of traffic
transmission request resources in accordance with
an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 14 illustrates priority within a group of request
resources corresponding to the group changing over
time in accordance with a hopping scheme.
Figure 15 illustrates existing links in a peer to peer
communications system and a pair of devices which
would like to form a link in accordance with an ex-
emplary embodiment.
Figure 16 illustrates exemplary connection estab-
lishment signaling in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment.
Figure 17 illustrates exemplary CID broadcast sign-
aling and exemplary reverse CID broadcast signal-
ing corresponding to existing links in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment.

Figure 18 illustrates an exemplary wireless commu-
nications device using the signaling of Figure 17 to
estimate link channel gains of existing links, deter-
mine a distribution of estimated channel gains, form
groups based on the channel gain distribution, and
assign the new link to one of the groups.
Figure 19 illustrates an exemplary traffic transmis-
sion scheduling decision for a traffic slot in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 20 illustrates exemplary partitioning of con-
nection identifier signal resources in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 21 illustrates exemplary partitioning of re-
verse connection identifier signal resources in ac-
cordance with an exemplary embodiment.
Figure 22 illustrates exemplary priority within a group
and priority hopping within the group.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] Figure 1 is a drawing of an exemplary peer to
peer wireless communications system 100 in accord-
ance with various exemplary embodiments. Exemplary
peer to peer wireless communications system 100 in-
cludes a plurality of wireless communications devices
(wireless communications device 1 102, wireless com-
munications device 2 104, wireless communications de-
vice 3 106, wireless communications device 4 108, wire-
less communications device 5 110, wireless communi-
cations device 6 112, wireless communications device 7
114, wireless communications device 8 116, wireless
communications device 9 118, wireless communications
device 10 120, ..., wireless communications device N
122) which support a peer to peer signaling protocol. Ex-
emplary wireless communications devices (102, 106,
108, 110, 112, 114, 118, 120, 122) are mobile devices
while wireless communications devices (104, 116) are
stationary devices.
[0012] The wireless communications devices (102,
104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118, 120, ..., 122) in
system 100 participate in an ad hoc peer to peer network.
In various embodiments, link scheduling decisions for
traffic transmission slots are performed in a decentralized
manner.
[0013] A first device of a peer to peer link transmits a
connection identifier signal, and a second device of the
peer to peer link transmits a corresponding reverse con-
nection identifier signal. The second device of the peer
to peer link also transmits a connection identifier signal,
and the first device of the peer to peer link also transmits
a corresponding reverse connection identifier signal.
Thus, both devices of a peer to peer link transmit both a
connection identifier signal and a reverse connection
identifier signal. The transmit power of the reverse con-
nection identifier signal is a function of the receive power
of the corresponding connection identifier signal, e.g. in
accordance with a predetermined relationship. Devices
of different links monitor for, detect, and measure re-
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ceived power of connection identifier signals and reverse
connection identifier signals corresponding to other links.
Based on received power measurements of a connection
identifier signal and a reverse connection identifier signal
of a link, which were transmitted by the same device, a
channel gain for a link is determined by a wireless com-
munications device. In some embodiments, received
power measurements of connection identifier signals and
reverse connection identifier signals, transmitted by de-
vices at both ends of the link are used in determining
channel gain for a link. However, in some other embod-
iments, a connection identifier signal and a reverse con-
nection identifier signal from one of the end devices of a
peer to peer link are used. A wireless communications
device determines channel gains for a plurality of other
links that it has detected to be operating in the network.
The wireless communications device classifies the de-
tected links into different groups based on channel gain.
The wireless communications device assigns its own link
to one of the different groups based on the channel gain
of its own link relative to the estimated channel gain of
the other links. In some embodiments, the membership
of a link in a group is communicated to each of the other
links through which CID is chosen for the link, e.g., a
device using a link chooses a CID in a particular time-
frequency space to belong to a group, and then other
devices know by virtue of the CID group what group the
link belongs to.
[0014] In various embodiments, the timing frequency
structure, e.g., an OFDM based time-frequency struc-
ture, is advantageously implemented such that links of
the same group, based on estimated channel gain, have
the same group level priority when competing for a par-
ticular traffic segment. In some embodiments, a hopping
function is used to change the group level priority over
time. Within a group the different links have different pri-
orities. In various embodiments, a hopping function is
used to change the priority of links within a particular
group over time.
[0015] Figure 2 is a flowchart 200 of an exemplary
method of operating a first wireless communications de-
vice in an ad hoc network to perform link transmission
scheduling for a first link in accordance with various em-
bodiments. A link corresponds to a pair of wireless com-
munications devices in the ad hoc network. The first link
corresponds to a pair of wireless communications devic-
es, and the first wireless communications device is one
device in that pair. Operation starts in step 202, where
the first wireless communications device is powered on
and initialized. Operation proceeds from start step 202
to step 204. In step 204 the first wireless communications
device estimates link channel gain for each of a plurality
of links in said ad hoc network. In some embodiments,
the estimate of channel link gain for a link is a near in-
stantaneous measurement of channel gain.
[0016] In some embodiments, the plurality of different
groups includes a first group of links, and links in the first
group correspond to a first channel gain range. In some

such embodiments, the plurality of different groups in-
cludes a second group of links, and links in the second
group correspond to a second channel gain range. In
some such embodiments, the second channel gain range
has a higher gain than said first channel gain range. In
various embodiments, links of the first channel gain range
are referred to as long links and links of the second chan-
nel gain range are referred to as short links.
[0017] In some embodiments, there are at least three
groups based on link channel gain, e.g., a high channel
gain group sometimes referred to as a short length link
group, an intermediate channel gain group sometimes
referred to as a medium link length group and a low chan-
nel gain group sometimes referred to as a long length
link group. In some embodiments, the priority of the dif-
ferent link groups is based on channel gain, and the pri-
ority of a group of low gain links does not fall between
the priority of links corresponding to different groups of
links having higher gains.
[0018] Step 204 includes step 206. In step 206, the
first wireless communications device determines the
channel gain for an individual link from i) the received
power of a connection identifier signal, corresponding to
the individual link and transmitted by a first node which
corresponds to a first end of said individual link and ii)
the received power of a reverse connection identifier sig-
nal, corresponding to the individual link and transmitted
by the first node.
[0019] In various embodiments, the connection identi-
fier signal is transmitted at a power level proportional to
the power level data is transmitted on said individual link.
In some embodiments, the reverse connection identifier
signal is transmitted at a power level inversely propor-
tional to the power level at which the connection identifier
signal, transmitted by a second node, is received by the
first node, wherein the second node corresponds to a
second end of the individual link.
[0020] In some embodiments, the wireless communi-
cations device determines the channel gain for an indi-
vidual link from i) the received power of a connection
identifier signal, corresponding to the individual link and
transmitted by a first node which corresponds to a first
end of said individual link, ii) the received power of a
reverse connection identifier signal, corresponding to the
individual link and transmitted by the first node, iii) the
received power of a connection identifier signal, corre-
sponding to the individual link and transmitted by a sec-
ond node which corresponds to a second end of said
individual link, ii) the received power of a reverse con-
nection identifier signal, corresponding to the individual
link and transmitted by the second node.
[0021] In some embodiments, operation proceeds
from step 204 to step 208; while in other embodiments,
step 208 is not performed and operation proceeds from
step 204 to step 210. Returning to step 208, in step 208
the first wireless communications device determines the
distribution of estimated channel gains for links in said
plurality of links. Operation proceeds from step 208 to
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step 210. In step 210 the first wireless communications
device assigns the first link to one of a plurality of different
groups of links according to an estimated channel gain
of the first link relative to estimated channel gains of other
links.
[0022] Some embodiments support the dynamic de-
termination of groups. In some embodiments, including
step 208, the assigning of the first link to one of a plurality
of different groups according to an estimated channel
gain of the first link relative to the estimated channel gains
of other links in step 210 is based on the position of the
estimated channel gain of the first link within the distri-
bution of estimated channel gains.
[0023] In some embodiments, there is a fixed assign-
ment type process, e.g., if your channel gain falls within
a range of a group, you are assigned to that group. In
some embodiments, the assigning of the first link to one
of a plurality of different groups of links according to an
estimated channel gain is based on the value of the es-
timated channel gain of the first link relative to one or
more group gain ranges. In some embodiments, the
thresholds for groups may change over time, e.g., the
group gain ranges may change over time.
[0024] Operation proceeds from step 210 to step 204
for additional estimations of link channel gains at a later
point in time, and to step 212.
[0025] In step 212 the first wireless communications
device determines the priority of the first link for a first
time period, e.g., a first transmission slot, based on a link
identifier corresponding to the first link and the group of
links to which the first link was assigned. Operation pro-
ceeds from step 212 to step 214. In step 214 the first
wireless communications device makes a first link sched-
uling decision for the first time period as a function of the
determined priority of the first link. In some embodiments,
the first wireless communications devices makes the first
link scheduling decision as a function of detected sched-
uling signals corresponding to links seeking to transmit
during the first time period. Step 214 includes step 216
in which the first wireless communications device makes
a transmission yielding decision as a function of the pri-
ority of the first link relative to the priority of at least one
other link seeking to transmit in the first time period. In
some embodiments, the transmission yielding decision
is whether or not to transmit based on the interference
which may be caused to another link. Operation proceeds
from step 214 to step 218.
[0026] In step 218 the first wireless communications
device determines the priority of the first link for a second
time period, e.g., a second transmission slot, based on
a link identifier corresponding to the first link, a priority
hopping function and the group of links to which the first
link was assigned. Operation proceeds from step 218 to
step 220. In step 220 the first wireless communications
device makes a second link scheduling decision for the
second time period as a function of the determined pri-
ority of the first link for the second time period. Step 220
includes step 222 in which the first wireless communica-

tions device makes a transmission yielding decision as
a function of the priority of the first link relative to the
priority of at least one other link seeking to transmit in
the second time period. Operation proceeds from step
220 to step 212 for another determination of priority of
the first link.
[0027] In some embodiments, the first wireless com-
munications device repeats said estimating and assign-
ing steps. In some embodiments, the first wireless com-
munications device repeats the estimating and assigning
steps at a slower rate than the rate at which the hopping
function hops. In some embodiments, the hopping func-
tion is such that any one particular link within a group has
substantially the same average priority as another link
within the group over one iteration of the recurring timing
frequency structure. In some embodiments, the first wire-
less communications device assigns the first link to one
of a plurality of different groups of links and remains in
that assigned group for a plurality of link scheduling traffic
transmission opportunities, e.g., traffic slots, in according
with a timing and frequency schedule before first wireless
communications device may have an opportunity to re-
assign the first link to a different group. In some embod-
iments, the plurality of link scheduling traffic transmission
opportunities is a predetermined number. In some em-
bodiments, there are at least 100 traffic slots between
opportunities for a wireless communications device to
assign the first link to a different group than the group to
which it is currently assigned.
[0028] Figure 3 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless
communications device 300 in accordance with an ex-
emplary embodiment. Exemplary wireless communica-
tions device 300 is, e.g., one of the wireless communi-
cations devices of system 100 of Figure 1. Wireless com-
munications device 300 is, e.g., a wireless communica-
tions device which supports a peer to peer signaling pro-
tocol. Exemplary wireless communications device 300
may, and sometimes does, implement a method in ac-
cordance with flowchart 200 of Figure 2.
[0029] Wireless communications device 300 includes
a processor 302 and memory 304 coupled together via
a bus 309 over which the various elements (302, 304)
may interchange data and information. Wireless commu-
nications device 300 further includes an input module
306 and an output module 308 which may be coupled to
processor 302 as shown. However, in some embodi-
ments, the input module 306 and output module 308 are
located internal to the processor 302. Input module 306
can receive input signals. Input module 306 can, and in
some embodiments does, include a wireless receiver
and/or a wired or optical input interface for receiving input.
Output module 308 may include, and in some embodi-
ments does include, a wireless transmitter and/or a wired
or optical output interface for transmitting output. In some
embodiments, memory 304 includes routines 311 and
data/information 313.
[0030] In various embodiments, processor 302 is con-
figured to: estimate link channel gain for each of a plurality
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of links in said ad hoc network; assign a first link to one
of a plurality of different groups of links according to an
estimated channel gain of the first link relative to estimat-
ed channel gains of other links; determine priority of the
first link for a first time period based on a link identifier
corresponding to the first link and the group of links to
which the first link was assigned; and make a first link
scheduling decision for the first time period as a function
of the determined priority of the first link.
[0031] In some embodiments, processor 302 is further
configured: determine a priority of the first link for a sec-
ond time period based on a link identifier corresponding
to the first link, a priority hopping function, and the group
of links to which the first link was assigned; and make a
second link scheduling decision for the second time pe-
riod as a function of the determined priority of the first
link for the second period of time.
[0032] In some embodiments, processor 302 is further
configured to repeat said estimating and assigning steps.
In some such embodiments, processor 302 is configured
to repeat said estimating and assigning steps at a slower
rate than the rate at which said hopping function hops.
[0033] In various embodiments, processor 302 is con-
figured to make said first link scheduling decision as a
function of detected scheduling signals corresponding to
links seeking to transmit during said first time slot.
[0034] In some embodiments, the plurality of different
groups includes a first group of links, links in said first
group corresponding to a first channel gain range, e.g.,
long links; and the plurality of different groups includes
a second group of links, links in said second group cor-
responding to a second channel gain range, e.g., short
links, said second channel gain range having a higher
gain than said first channel gain range.
[0035] In some embodiments, processor 302 is con-
figured to determine the channel gain for an individual
link from i) the received power of a connection identifier
signal corresponding to the individual link transmitted by
a first node, which corresponds to a first end of said in-
dividual link and ii) the received power of a reverse con-
nection identifier signal corresponding to the individual
link, said reverse connection identifier signal transmitted
by said first node, as part of being configured to estimate
link channel gain. In some embodiments, said connection
identifier signal is transmitted at a power level propor-
tional to the power level data is transmitted at on said
individual link. In some embodiments, said reverse con-
nection identifier signal is transmitted at a power level
inversely proportional to the power level at which the con-
nection identifier signal, transmitted by a second node,
is received by the first node, wherein the second node
corresponds to a second end of the individual link. In
some embodiments, processor 302 is configured to
transmit a connection identifier signal at a power level
proportional to the power level data is transmitted at on
said first link. In some embodiments, processor 302 is
configured to transmit a reverse connection identifier sig-
nal at a power level inversely proportional to the power

level at which the connection identifier signal correspond-
ing to the first link is received. In some embodiments,
processor 302 is configured to transmit one of: (i) a con-
nection identifier signal at a power level proportional to
the power level data is transmitted at on said first link and
(ii) a reverse connection identifier signal at a power level
inversely proportional to the power level at which the con-
nection identifier signal corresponding to the first link is
received; and processor 302 is configured to receive the
other one of: (i) the connection identifier signal corre-
sponding to said first link and (ii) a reverse connection
identifier signal corresponding to the first link. In some
embodiments, processor 302 is configured to transmit
both a connection identifier signal and a reverse connec-
tion identifier signal corresponding to the first link. In
some embodiments, processor 302 is configured to re-
ceive both a connection identifier signal and a reverse
connection identifier signal corresponding to the first link.
[0036] In some embodiments, the priority of the differ-
ent link groups is based on channel gain, and the priority
of a group of low gain links does not fall between the
priority of links corresponding to different groups of links
having higher gains.
[0037] In various embodiments, processor 302 is fur-
ther configured to make a transmission yielding decision
as a function of the priority of said first link relative to the
priority of at least one other link seeking to transmit in
the first time period, as part of being configured to make
a first link scheduling decision.
[0038] In some embodiments, said transmission yield-
ing decision is whether or not to transmit based on the
interference which may be caused to said another link.
[0039] In various embodiments, processor 302 is fur-
ther configured to: determine the distribution of estimated
channel gains for links in said plurality of links; and proc-
essor 302 is configured to assign the first link to one of
a plurality of different groups of links according to an es-
timated channel gain of the first link relative to the esti-
mated channel gains of other links based on the position
of the estimated gain of the first link within the distribution
of estimated channel gains, as part of being configured
to assign the first links.
[0040] In some embodiments, processor 302 is con-
figured to assign the first link to one of a plurality of dif-
ferent groups of links according to an estimated channel
gain of the first link relative to the estimated channel gains
of other links based on the value of the estimated channel
gain of the first link relative to one or more group gain
ranges, as part of being configured to assign the first link.
[0041] Figure 4 is an assembly of modules 400 which
can, and in some embodiments is, used in the exemplary
wireless communications device 300 illustrated in Figure
3. The modules in the assembly 400 can be implemented
in.hardware within the processor 302 of Figure 3, e.g.,
as individual circuits. Alternatively, the modules may be
implemented in software and stored in the memory 304
of wireless communications device 300 shown in Figure
3. In some such embodiments, the assembly of modules
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400 is included in routines 311 of memory 304 of device
300 of Figure 3. While shown in the Figure 3 embodiment
as a single processor, e.g., computer, it should be ap-
preciated that the processor 302 may be implemented
as one or more processors, e.g., computers. When im-
plemented in software the modules include code, which
when executed by the processor, configure the proces-
sor, e.g., computer, 302 to implement the function cor-
responding to the module. In some embodiments, proc-
essor 302 is configured to implement each of the modules
of the assembly of modules 400. In embodiments where
the assembly of modules 400 is stored in the memory
304, the memory 304 is a computer program product
comprising a computer readable medium, e.g., a non-
transitory computer readable medium, comprising code,
e.g., individual code for each module, for causing at least
one computer, e.g., processor 302, to implement the
functions to which the modules correspond.
[0042] Completely hardware based or completely soft-
ware based modules may be used. However, it should
be appreciated that any combination of software and
hardware (e.g., circuit implemented) modules may be
used to implement the functions. As should be appreci-
ated, the modules illustrated in Figure 4 control and/or
configure the wireless communications device 300 or el-
ements therein such as the processor 302, to perform
the functions of the corresponding steps illustrated and/or
described in the method of flowchart 200 of Figure 2.
[0043] Assembly of modules 400 includes a module
for estimating channel gain for each of a plurality of links
in an ad hoc network 404, and a module for determining
the distribution of estimated channel gains for links in
said plurality of links 408. Module 404 includes a module
for determining the channel gain for an individual link
from i) the received power of a connection identifier sig-
nal, corresponding to the individual link and transmitted
by a first node which corresponds to a first end of said
individual link, and ii) the received power level of a re-
verse connection identifier signal, corresponding to the
individual link, said reverse connection identifier signal
and transmitted by said first node 406. In some embod-
iments, module 404 determines the channel gain for an
individual link based on received power measurements
of connection identifier signals and reverse connection
identifier signals transmitted by nodes at both ends of
the individual link. Assembly of modules 400 further in-
cludes a module for assigning the first link to one of a
plurality of different groups of links according to an esti-
mated channel gain of the first link relative to estimated
channel gains of other links 410. In some embodiments,
different non-overlapping sets of connection identifiers
correspond to different groups in accordance with a pre-
determined mapping.
[0044] Assembly of modules 400 further includes a
module for determining the priority of the first link for a
first time period based on a link identifier corresponding
to the first link and the group of links to which the first link
was assigned 412, a module for making a first link sched-

uling decision for the first time period as a function of the
determined priority of the first link 414, a module for de-
termining the priority of the first link for a second time
period based on a link identifier corresponding to the first
link, a priority hopping function and the group of links to
which the first link was assigned 418, and a module for
making a second link scheduling decision for the second
time period as a function of the determined priority of the
first link for the second time period 420. Module 414 in-
cludes a module for making a transmission yielding de-
cision as a function of the priority of the first link relative
to the priority of at least one other link seeking to transmit
in the first time period 416. Module 420 includes a module
for making a transmission yielding decision as a function
of the priority of the first link relative to the priority of at
least one other link seeking to transmit in the second time
period 422.
[0045] In various embodiments, the estimating and as-
signing steps are repeated at a slower rate than the rate
at which the hopping function hops. For example, the first
wireless device may estimate link gains. Assembly of
modules 400 further includes a module for repeating said
estimating and assigning steps 424 and a module for
controlling said estimating and assigning steps to be re-
peated at a slower rate than the rate at which said hopping
function hops 426.
[0046] In some embodiments, said plurality of different
groups includes a first group of links and links in said first
group correspond to a first channel gain range; and said
plurality of different groups includes a second group of
links and links in said second group correspond to a sec-
ond channel gain range, and said second channel gain
range has a higher gain than said first channel gain range.
[0047] In some embodiments, said connection identi-
fier signal is transmitted at a power level proportional to
the power level data is transmitted on said individual link.
Assembly of modules 400 further includes a module for
generating a connection identifier signal 428 and a mod-
ule for transmitting a generated connection identifier sig-
nal 430. In some embodiments, module 430 transmits a
generated connection identifier signal at a power level
proportional to the power level data is transmitted on its
link.
[0048] In some embodiments, said reverse connection
identifier signal is transmitted at a power level inversely
proportional to the power level at which the connection
identifier signal, transmitted by the second node, is re-
ceived by the first node, wherein the second node cor-
responds to a second end of the individual link. Assembly
of modules 400 further includes a module for generating
a reverse connection identifier signal 432 and a module
for transmitting said generated reverse connection iden-
tifier signal 434. In some embodiments, module 434
transmits a reverse connection signal at a power level
inversely proportional to the power level at which a con-
nection identifier signal of its link is received.
[0049] Assembly of modules 400 further includes a
module for generating a link establishment signal 436, a
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module for transmitting a generated link establishment
signal 438, a module for receiving a link establishment
response signal 440, and a module for determining a
channel gain for a new link being established 442, e.g.
based on information included in or derived from the re-
ceived link establishment response signal.
[0050] Assembly of modules 400 further includes a
module for implementing priority hopping in scheduling
resources 444. Module 444 further includes a module for
implementing group hopping 446 and a module for im-
plementing individual link hopping within a group 448.
[0051] In some embodiments, there are at least three
different groups of links based on channel gain. In some
such embodiments, the priority of the different link groups
is based on channel gain, and the priority of a group of
low gain links, sometimes referred to as long length links,
does not fall between the priority of links corresponding
to different groups of links having higher gains. In various
embodiments, this characteristic of a group of low chan-
nel gain links not falling between higher channel gain link
groups is incorporated into the timing frequency structure
which is being implemented by the device including as-
sembly of modules 400.
[0052] In some embodiments, said transmission yield-
ing decision of module 416 is whether or not to transmit
based on the interference which may be caused to said
another link.
[0053] In some embodiments, the module 410 for as-
signing the first link to one of a plurality of different groups
of links according to an estimated channel gain of the
first link relative to the estimated channel gains of other
links bases the assigning on the position of the estimated
gain of the first link within the distribution of estimated
channel gains obtained by module 408. In some embod-
iments, the module 410 for assigning the first link to one
of a plurality of different groups of links according to an
estimated channel gain of the first link relative to the es-
timated channel gains of other links bases the assigning
on the value of the estimated channel gain of the first link
relative to one or more group gain ranges.
[0054] Various aspects and/or features of some, but
not necessarily all, embodiments are described below.
Various embodiments are directed to method and appa-
ratus for adaptively grouping the links in a network, e.g.,
a peer to peer ad hoc network, into groups of comparable
length and/or channel gain. Exemplary signaling used by
the links to achieve this property is described. Grouping
links into sets of comparable length and/or channel gain
helps improve scheduling, e.g., traffic scheduling.
[0055] In some time-slotted wireless ad-hoc networks,
the links in the network compete with each other, and a
subset of the links that do not interfere with each other
are scheduled for a particular traffic transmission slot.
The set of links typically scheduled by some distributed
algorithms are not maximal, i.e., there are links outside
the set of scheduled links which could also be added to
the set without causing excessive interference to the ex-
isting set. Excessive interference can be determined

based on SINR threshold. Various exemplary embodi-
ments described herein improve the likelihood that un-
necessary yielding does not occur in traffic scheduling in
an ad hoc network.
[0056] In some known implementations, with one
round of connection scheduling a link may yield to an-
other yielding link, i.e., a link may unnecessarily decide
to not compete. Consider for example, the example of
drawing 500 of Figure 5. For example Link 1, of highest
priority, interferes with Link 2, having second highest pri-
ority, and Link 2 interferes with Link 3, having lowest pri-
ority.
[0057] In this situation, the Link 3 yields to Link 2 which
yields to Link 1, when Link 3 and Link 1 could have been
scheduled together. If Link 2’s priority does not occur
between Link 1 and 3, then the unnecessary yielding can
be avoided.
[0058] Typically such situations arise due to Link 2 be-
ing a longer link, e.g., being a poorer channel with a lower
channel gain, than Link 1 or Link 3. By grouping the links
according to their length and/or gain and assigning pri-
orities appropriately, e.g., such that a long link’s priority
does not fall between short links, the capacity and the
number of links that can be simultaneously scheduled by
reducing unnecessary yielding is improved as compared
to at least some systems which do not perform such
grouping. In various embodiments, links are grouped ac-
cording to their length and assigned priorities appropri-
ately, e.g., groups of long links are assigned priority such
that a long link’s priority does not fall between short links
priority.
[0059] In some exemplary embodiments, in the link
resolution phase such as, e.g., a Connection Identifica-
tion (CID) broadcast interval, the nodes in a link transmit
a forward tone at a power that is proportional to the trans-
mit power used in the data slots, e.g., P1. The nodes in
a link also transmit an inverse tone at a power that is
proportional to the inverse of the received power from
the other end of the link’s forward tone i.e. k/(h12 * P1),
where k is a constant, h12 is the channel gain of the link
between node 1 and node 2, P1 is the transmit power of
the forward tone, and k/(h12 * P1) is the transmit power
of the inverse tone. Thus, another receiver of a node
corresponding to a different link observing the forward
and the inverse power can compute the length of that
link, and can estimate the relative length of its own link
with respect to other links in the network. That is, it can
classify itself as a long or a short link and join a group of
links with comparable lengths or channel strengths. By
observing the link lengths of each of the links and com-
paring them to a device’s own link length, the device joins
a group with path-losses that are comparable.
[0060] An exemplary protocol can be as follows. When
initializing a data communication with another peer, a
device first observes the transmit power and inverse pow-
er of other links in the system, e.g. via CID channels in
a peer to peer timing and frequency structure of the peer
to peer network. The device computes the cumulative
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distribution (CDF) of the path-losses of other links in the
system. If its own path-loss falls in the top one third, it
classifies itself as a long link and chooses a resource in
the group reserved for long links. It then transmits the
forward and the inverse tone corresponding to its own
path loss within the resource in that group. Similarly, the
link joins the medium group if the path-loss is in the middle
third or joins the short links if its path-loss is in the last
one-third of the observed path-losses. After the joining
the system, each device also keeps monitoring the to-
pology change in the networking by keep listening to the
CID channel and may, and sometimes does, changes its
group, based upon the information it receives.
[0061] Figure 6 is a drawing 600 of an exemplary re-
curring timing frequency structure in accordance with an
exemplary embodiment. Timing frequency structure of
Figure 6 may be implemented by device 300 of Figure
3, e.g., with information used to derive the structure
stored in memory 304. Vertical axis 602 represents fre-
quency, e.g., OFDM tones, and horizontal axis 604 rep-
resent time, e.g., OFDM symbol transmission time inter-
vals. The exemplary timing frequency structure of Figure
6 includes peer discovery resources 606, connection es-
tablishment resources 607, connection ID (CID) broad-
cast resources 608, and a plurality of set of traffic re-
sources ((traffic scheduling resource for slot 1 610, traffic
data resources for slot 1 612, e.g., a peer to peer traffic
segment for slot 1), (traffic scheduling resource for slot
2 614, traffic data resources for slot 2 616, e.g., a peer
to peer traffic segment for slot 2), ..., (traffic scheduling
resource for slot (N-1) 618, traffic data resources for slot
(N-1) 620, e.g., a peer to peer traffic segment for slot (N-
1), (traffic scheduling resource for slot N 622, traffic data
resources for slot N 624, e.g., a peer to peer traffic seg-
ment for slot N)).
[0062] Drawing 700 of Figure 7 illustrates that exem-
plary CID broadcast resources 608 of Figure 6 includes
connection identifier signal resources 702, sometimes
referred to as forward connection identifier signal re-
sources, and reverse connection identifier signal re-
sources 704. Drawing 800 of Figure 8 illustrates exem-
plary partitioning of the connection identifier signal re-
sources 702 and the reverse connection identifier signal
resources 704. In this example, there are 96 individual
resources units in CID signaling resources 702, and each
different connection identifier (CID = 1, CID = 2, ...., CID
= 48) corresponds to two individual resource units in
block 702. In this example, there are 96 individual re-
sources units in reverse connection identifier signal re-
sources 704, and each different connection identifier
(CID = 1, CID = 2, ...., CID = 48) corresponds to two
individual resource units in block 904. Each endpoint
node of a peer to peer link, corresponding to a connection
identifier, can transmit both a CID signal and reverse CID
signal.
[0063] For each resource, associated with a CID, in
forward CID resources 702, there is a corresponding re-
source in reverse connection identifier resources 704,

associated with the same CID. In some embodiments, a
forward CID resource associated with a particular CID,
e.g., resource 802 associated with CID =1 is used to carry
a connection identifier broadcast signal from one device
in the pair of devices corresponding to the connection
having connection identifier CID =1; and a reverse CID
resource associated with a particular CID, e.g., resource
804 associated with CID =1 is used to carry a reverse
connection identifier broadcast signal from the other de-
vice in the pair of devices corresponding to the connec-
tion having connection identifier CID =1. The reverse con-
nection identifier broadcast signal is a response to a con-
nection identifier broadcast signal. In some embodi-
ments, the reverse connection identifier signal is trans-
mitted at a power level inversely proportional to the power
level at which the corresponding forward CID broadcast
signal is received by the device which broadcasts the
reverse CID signal.
[0064] For CID = 1, a first resource pair is forward CID
resource 802 and reverse CID resource 804. For CID =1,
a second resource pair is forward resource 852 and re-
verse CID resource 854.
[0065] In other embodiments, there may be a different
number of CIDs used in the system, and one resource
unit in resource block 702 corresponds to each CID that
is used, and one resource unit in resource block 704 cor-
responds to each CID that is used. In some embodi-
ments, an individual resource unit corresponding to a
CID, e.g., resource unit 802 corresponding to CID =1 or
resource unit 804 corresponding to CID = 1, is a single
OFDM tone-symbol which represents one OFDM tone
for 1 OFDM symbol transmission time interval.
[0066] Drawing 900 of Figure 9 illustrates exemplary
traffic scheduling resources 902 in accordance with an
exemplary embodiment. Traffic scheduling resources
902 is, e.g., any of the traffic scheduling resources (610,
614, ..., 618, 622) of Figure 6. Exemplary traffic sched-
uling resources 902 includes traffic transmission request
resources 904 and traffic transmission request response
resource 906. Traffic transmission request resources
904 includes request resources corresponding to the
group of connection having the highest group priority for
the traffic segment being scheduled 908, request re-
sources corresponding to the group of connections hav-
ing an intermediate group priority for the traffic segment
being scheduled 910 and request resources correspond-
ing to the group of connections having the lowest group
priority for the traffic segment being scheduled 912.
[0067] Drawing 1000 of Figure 10 illustrates exemplary
traffic transmission request resources 1002 in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment. Traffic transmis-
sion request resources 1002 is, e.g., traffic transmission
request resources 904 of Figure 9. Traffic transmission
request resources 1002 includes request resources cor-
responding to the group of connection having the highest
group priority for the traffic segment being scheduled
1004, request resources corresponding to the group of
connections having an intermediate group priority for the
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traffic segment being scheduled 1006 and request re-
sources corresponding to the group of connections hav-
ing the lowest group priority for the traffic segment being
scheduled 1008. In the example of Figure 10, the request
resource block with the highest group priority 1004 cor-
responds to request resources corresponding to the
group having the lowest link channel gain, e.g., the group
having the longest link lengths. In the example of Figure
10, the request resource block with intermediate group
priority 1006 corresponds to request resources corre-
sponding to the group having the intermediate link chan-
nel gain, e.g., the group having medium length links. In
the example of Figure 10, the request resource block with
the lowest group priority 1008 corresponds to request
resources corresponding to the group having the highest
link channel gain, e.g., the group having the shortest link
lengths.
[0068] Drawing 1100 of Figure 11 illustrates exemplary
traffic transmission request resources 1102 in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment. Traffic transmis-
sion request resources 1102 is, e.g., traffic transmission
request resources 904 of Figure 9. Traffic transmission
request resources 1102 includes request resources cor-
responding to the group of connection having the highest
group priority for the traffic segment being scheduled
1104, request resources corresponding to the group of
connections having an intermediate group priority for the
traffic segment being scheduled 1106 and request re-
sources corresponding to the group of connections hav-
ing the lowest group priority for the traffic segment being
scheduled 1108. In the example of Figure 11, the request
resource block with the highest group priority 1104 cor-
responds to request resources corresponding to the
group having the highest link channel gain, e.g., the group
having the shortest link lengths. In the example of Figure
11, the request resource block with intermediate group
priority 1106 corresponds to request resources corre-
sponding to the group having the intermediate link chan-
nel gain, e.g., the group having medium length links. In
the example of Figure 11, the request resource block with
the lowest group priority 1108 corresponds to request
resources corresponding to the group having the lowest
link channel gain, e.g., the group having the longest link
lengths.
[0069] Drawing 1200 of Figure 12 illustrates exemplary
traffic transmission request resources 1202 in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment. Traffic transmis-
sion request resources 1002 is, e.g., traffic transmission
request resources 904 of Figure 9. Traffic transmission
request resources 1202 includes request resources cor-
responding to the group of connection having the highest
group priority for the traffic segment being scheduled
1204, request resources corresponding to the group of
connections having an intermediate group priority for the
traffic segment being scheduled 1206 and request re-
sources corresponding to the group of connections hav-
ing the lowest group priority for the traffic segment being
scheduled 1208. In the example of Figure 12, the request

resource block with the highest group priority 1204 cor-
responds to request resources corresponding to the
group having intermediate link channel gain, e.g., the
group having medium link lengths. In the example of Fig-
ure 12, the request resource block with intermediate
group priority 1206 corresponds to request resources
corresponding to the group having the highest link chan-
nel gain, e.g., the group having short length links. In the
example of Figure 12, the request resource block with
the lowest group priority 1208 corresponds to request
resources corresponding to the group having the lowest
link channel gain, e.g., the group having the longest link
lengths.
[0070] Drawing 1300 of Figure 13 illustrates exemplary
traffic transmission request resources 1302 in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment. Traffic transmis-
sion request resources 1302 is, e.g., traffic transmission
request resources 904 of Figure 9. Traffic transmission
request resources 1302 includes request resources cor-
responding to the group of connection having the highest
group priority for the traffic segment being scheduled
1304, request resources corresponding to the group of
connections having an intermediate group priority for the
traffic segment being scheduled 1306 and request re-
sources corresponding to the group of connections hav-
ing the lowest group priority for the traffic segment being
scheduled 1308. In the example of Figure 13, the request
resource block with the highest group priority 1304 cor-
responds to request resources corresponding to the
group having the lowest link channel gain, e.g., the group
having the longest link lengths. In the example of Figure
13, the request resource block with intermediate group
priority 1306 corresponds to request resources corre-
sponding to the group having the highest link channel
gain, e.g., the group having short length links. In the ex-
ample of Figure 13, the request resource block with the
lowest group priority 1308 corresponds to request re-
sources corresponding to the group having intermediate
link channel gain, e.g., the group having the medium link
lengths.
[0071] In some embodiments, the group priority with
regard to traffic scheduling resources is hopped in ac-
cordance with a predetermined hopping scheme known
to the wireless communications devices. For example,
different traffic scheduling slots in the recurring timing
frequency structure of Figure 6 use different group priority
ordering. For example, in one example, traffic scheduling
resources for slot 1 610 is mapped to use the group pri-
ority ordering in accordance with traffic transmission re-
quest resources 1002 of Figure 10; traffic scheduling re-
sources for slot 2 613 is mapped to use the group priority
ordering in accordance with traffic transmission request
resources 1102 of Figure 11; traffic scheduling resources
for slot N-1 618 is mapped to use the group priority or-
dering in accordance with traffic transmission request re-
sources 1202 of Figure 12; and traffic scheduling re-
sources for slot N 622 is mapped to use the group priority
ordering in accordance with traffic transmission request
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resources 1302 of Figure 13.
[0072] In some embodiments, the group priority order-
ing is such that there are no instances where request
resources corresponding to the group have the lowest
channel gain, e.g., the long length link group, is placed
to have a group priority between two groups having high-
er channel quality, e.g., two groups corresponding to
shorter length links. For example, in some embodiments,
the low link channel gain group sometimes referred to as
the long length link group is never placed in the interme-
diate group priority position in the traffic transmission re-
quest resource structure.
[0073] In some embodiments, in addition to group pri-
ority ordering with regard to request resources, there is
a notion of individual priority within the group. In some
embodiments, the individual priority within the group of
connections is hopped in accordance with a predeter-
mined hopping scheme known to the wireless commu-
nications devices.
[0074] Drawing 1400 of Figure 14 illustrates exemplary
priority within a group and priority hopping within the
group. Request resources 1402 is, e.g., any of request
resources (908, 910, 912, 1008, 1010, 1012, 1108, 1110,
1112, 1208, 1210, 1212, 1308, 1310, 1312). Request
resources corresponding to a group 1402 includes 48
resources corresponding to different CIDs (CID = 1, ...,
CID = 48). The group is, e.g., one of: (i) a high channel
gain group of connections, e.g., a short link length group,
(ii) an intermediate channel gain group of connections,
e.g., a medium link length group, and (iii) a low channel
gain group of connections, e.g., a long link length group.
Priority within the block is based on the position of the
individual resource with block 1402. The resource corre-
sponding to the highest frequency index and lowest time
index, the resource for CID = 1, has the highest priority,
and the resource having the having the lowest time index
and highest time index, the resource for CID = 48, has
the lowest priority.
[0075] Consider that in this example at the time corre-
sponding to Figure 14, the connections corresponding to
CIDs = 1, 4, 8, 11, 14, 18, 21, 31, 35, 37, and 47, as
indicted by a "*" have been classified, e.g., self-classified,
as belonging to this particular group. Then those connec-
tions corresponding to CIDs = 1, 4, 8, 11, 14, 18, 21, 31,
35, 37, and 47, are allowed to transmit traffic transmission
requests in resource block 1402. Those connections that
are not in the group are not allowed to transmit in the
request resources of the group 1402. In this example,
the priority ordering for resource block 1402 for links with-
in the group from highest to lowest is: CID = 1, CID = 4,
CID = 8, CID = 11, CID = 14, CID = 18, CID = 21, CID =
31, CID = 35, and CID = 37, and CID =47.
[0076] Request resources corresponding to a group
1404 includes 48 resources corresponding to different
CIDs (CID = 1, ..., CID = 48). The group is, e.g., one of:
(i) a high channel gain group of connections, e.g., a short
link length group, (ii) a intermediate channel gain group
of connections, e.g., a medium link length group, and (iii)

a low channel gain group of connections, e.g., a long link
length group. Consider that the group is the same group
described with respect to block 1402. Priority within the
block is based on the position of the individual resource
with block 1404. The resource corresponding to the high-
est frequency index and lowest time index, the resource
for CID = 47, has the highest priority, and the resource
having the lowest time index and highest time index, the
resource for CID = 32, has the lowest priority.
[0077] Consider that in this example at the time corre-
sponding to Figure 14, the connections corresponding to
CIDs = 1, 4, 8, 11, 14, 18, 21, 31, 35, 37, and 47, as
indicted by a "*" have been classified, e.g., self-classified,
as belonging to this group. The group classification did
not change from block 1402 to block 1404. Then those
connections corresponding to CIDs = 1, 4, 8, 11, 14, 18,
21, 31, 35, 37, and 47, are allowed to transmit traffic
transmission requests in resource block 1404. Those
connections that are not in the group are not allowed to
transmit in the request resources of the group 1404. In
this example, the priority ordering for resource block 1404
for links within the group from highest to lowest is: CID
= 47, CID = 8, CID = 11, CID = 14, CID = 21, CID = 31,
CID = 37, CID = 18, CID = 4, CID = 35, and CID = 1.
[0078] In this example of Figure 14, each CID has a
dedicated predetermined resource in each request block.
Resource use is dependent upon which group the link
has self-assigned itself to. In other embodiments, con-
nections within a particular group may select, e.g., pseu-
do-randomly, from among a set of resources that may
be used by the group members but may not be used by
members belonging to different groups. In some such
embodiments, the request signals include information
identifying the connection identifier.
[0079] Drawing 1500 of Figure 15 illustrates a plurality
of mobile wireless communications devices (wireless
communications device A 1502, wireless communica-
tions device B 1504, wireless communications device C
1506, wireless communications device D 1508, wireless
communications device E 1510, wireless communica-
tions device F 1512, wireless communications device G
1514, wireless communications device H 1516, wireless
communications device 11518, wireless communica-
tions device J 1520, wireless communications device K
1522, wireless communications device L 1524, wireless
communications device M 1526, wireless communica-
tions device N 1528) in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment. The wireless communications devices
(1502, 1504, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1512, 1514, 1516, 1520,
1522, 1524, 1526, 1528) are, e.g., any of the device of
system 100 of Figure 1 and/or implemented in accord-
ance with flowchart 200 of Figure 2, device 300 of Figure
3 and/or assembly of modules 400 of Figure 4.
[0080] Device A 1502 has an existing link 1530 with
device B 1504. Link 1530 has a channel gain hAB 1532.
Device A 1502 has previously acquired CID = 1 which is
currently being used for link 1530. Specific air link re-
sources are associated with CID = 1, e.g., specific CID
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broadcast resources and specific traffic scheduling re-
sources, in the recurring peer to peer timing frequency
structure being used in the system.
[0081] Device C 1506 has an existing link 1536 with
device D 1508. Link 1536 has a channel gain hCD 1538.
Device C 1506 has previously acquired CID = 2 which is
currently being used for link 1536. Specific air link re-
sources are associated with CID = 2, e.g., specific CID
broadcast resources and specific traffic scheduling re-
sources, in the recurring peer to peer timing frequency
structure being used in the system.
[0082] Device E 1510 has an existing link 1542 with
device F 1512. Link 1542 has a channel gain hEF 1544.
Device E 1510 has previously acquired CID = 3 which is
currently being used for link 1542. Specific air link re-
sources are associated with CID = 3, e.g., specific CID
broadcast resources and specific traffic scheduling re-
sources, in the recurring peer to peer timing frequency
structure being used in the system.
[0083] Device G 1514 has an existing link 1548 with
device H 1516. Link 1548 has a channel gain hGH 1550.
Device G 1514 has previously acquired CID = 4 which is
currently being used for link 1548. Specific air link re-
sources are associated with CID = 4, e.g., specific CID
broadcast resources and specific traffic scheduling re-
sources, in the recurring peer to peer timing frequency
structure being used in the system.
[0084] Device 11518 has an existing link 1554 with de-
vice J 1520. Link 1554 has a channel gain hIJ 1556. De-
vice 11518 has previously acquired CID = 5 which is cur-
rently being used for link 1554. Specific air link resources
are associated with CID = 5, e.g., specific CID broadcast
resources and specific traffic scheduling resources, in
the recurring peer to peer timing frequency structure be-
ing used in the system.
[0085] Device K 1552 has an existing link 1560 with
device L 1524. Link 1560 has a channel gain hKL 1562.
Device K 1522 has previously acquired CID = 6 which is
currently being used for link 1560. Specific air link re-
sources are associated with CID = 6, e.g., specific CID
broadcast resources and specific traffic scheduling re-
sources, in the recurring peer to peer timing frequency
structure being used in the system.
[0086] Device M 1526 would like to establish link 1566
with device N 1528.
[0087] Drawing 1600 of Figure 16 illustrates that the
wireless communications device M 1526 generates and
transmits connection establishment request signal 1602.
Device N 1528 receives connection establishment re-
quest signal 1602 and generates and transmits connec-
tion establishment request response signal 1604. Device
M receives signal 1604 and measures the received pow-
er of signal 1604. Wireless communications device M
estimates the channel gain hMN 1606 for the link between
device M 1526 and device N 1528 based on the received
power level of signal 1604 and/or based on information
communicated in signal 1604.
[0088] Drawing 1700 of Figure 17 illustrates exemplary

signaling broadcast by wireless communications devices
of existing links using connection identifier broadcast re-
sources in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.
Device A 1502 generates and transmits CID signal 1702
at power level PA using a resource for CID = 1 in the
forward connection identifier broadcast resource block.
Device B 1504 receives signal 1702, measures the re-
ceived power of signal 1702, and, in response transmits
reverse CID signal 1714 at power level k/(hABPA) using
a resource for CID = 1 in the reverse connection identifier
broadcast resource block.
[0089] Device C 1506 generates and transmits CID
signal 1704 at power level PC using a resource for CID
= 2 in the forward connection identifier broadcast re-
source block. Device D 1508 receives signal 1704, meas-
ures the received power of signal 1704, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1716 at power level k/(hCD-
PC) using a resource for CID = 2 in the reverse connection
identifier broadcast resource block.
[0090] Device E 1510 generates and transmits CID
signal 1706 at power level PE using a resource for CID
= 3 in the forward connection identifier broadcast
resource block. Device F 1512 receives signal 1706,
measures the received power of signal 1706, and, in
response transmits reverse CID signal 1718 at power
level k/(hEFPE) using a resource for CID = 3 in the reverse
connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0091] Device G 1514 generates and transmits CID
signal 1708 at power level PG using a resource for CID
= 4 in the forward connection identifier broadcast re-
source block. Device H 1516 receives signal 1708, meas-
ures the received power of signal 1708, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1720 at power level k/(hGH-
PG) using a resource for CID = 4 in the reverse connection
identifier broadcast resource block.
[0092] Device I 1518 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1710 at power level PI using a resource for CID = 5
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device J 1520 receives signal 1710, measures the
received power of signal 1710, and, in response trans-
mits reverse CID signal 1722 at power level k/(hIJPI) us-
ing a resource for CID = 5 in the reverse connection iden-
tifier broadcast resource block.
[0093] Device K 1522 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1712 at power level PK using a resource for CID = 6
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device L 1524 receives signal 1522, measures
the received power of signal 1712, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1722 at power level
k/(hKLPK) using a resource for CID = 6 in the reverse
connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0094] Device B 1504 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1752 at power level PB using a resource for CID = 1
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device A 1501 receives signal 1752, measures
the received power of signal 1752, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1764 at power level
k/(hBAPB) using a resource for CID = 1 in the reverse
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connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0095] Device D 1508 generates and transmits CID
signal 1754 at power level PD using a resource for CID
= 2 in the forward connection identifier broadcast
resource block. Device C 1506 receives signal 1754,
measures the received power of signal 1754, and, in
response transmits reverse CID signal 1766 at power
level k/(hDCPD) using a resource for CID = 2 in the reverse
connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0096] Device F 1512 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1756 at power level PF using a resource for CID = 3
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device E 1512 receives signal 1756, measures
the received power of signal 1756, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1768 at power level
k/(hFEPF) using a resource for CID = 3 in the reverse
connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0097] Device H 1516 generates and transmits CID
signal 1758 at power level PH using a resource for CID
= 4 in the forward connection identifier broadcast
resource block. Device G 1514 receives signal 1758,
measures the received power of signal 1758, and, in
response transmits reverse CID signal 1770 at power
level k/(hHGPH) using a resource for CID = 4 in the reverse
connection identifier broadcast resource block.
[0098] Device J 1520 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1760 at power level PJ using a resource for CID = 5
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device I 1518 receives signal 1760, measures the
received power of signal 1760, and, in response trans-
mits reverse CID signal 1772 at power level k/(hJIPJ) us-
ing a resource for CID = 5 in the reverse connection iden-
tifier broadcast resource block.
[0099] Device L 1524 generates and transmits CID sig-
nal 1762 at power level PL using a resource for CID = 6
in the forward connection identifier broadcast resource
block. Device K 1522 receives signal 1562, measures
the received power of signal 1762, and, in response
transmits reverse CID signal 1772 at power level k/(hLK-
PL) using a resource for CID = 6 in the reverse connection
identifier broadcast resource block.
[0100] Drawing 1800 of Figure 18 illustrates exemplary
steps performed by wireless communications device M
1526 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. De-
vice M 1526 receives the CID signals (1702, 1704, 1706,
1708, 1710, 1712, 1752, 1754, 1756, 1758, 1760, 1762)
and measures the received power of the received sig-
nals. Device M 1526 also receives the reverse CID sig-
nals (1714, 1716, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1724, 1764, 1766,
1768, 1770, 1772, 1724) and measures the received
power of the received signals. Because of the relation-
ship between the transmitted power of a CID signal and
the transmit power of a corresponding reverse CID sig-
nal, device M 1526 is able to estimate the channel gain
for each of the existing links. In some embodiments, wire-
less device M 1526 uses a received connection identifier
signal and a received reverse connection identifier signal
transmitted from the same node of a link, e.g., the same

endpoint of the link, to estimate the channel gain for a
particular link. In some other embodiments, wireless de-
vice M 1526 uses received connection identifier signals
and a received reverse connection identifier signals
transmitted from both nodes of a link to estimate the chan-
nel gain for a particular link. In various embodiments,
wireless device M 1526 considers that the channel gain
for a particular link is the same in both directions, e.g.,
hAB is approximately the same as hBA for the purposes
of estimating channel gain for a particular link. In some
embodiments, each of the CID signals are transmitted at
the same power level. In some both CID signals for a
particular link are transmitted at the same power level,
e.g. PA = PB. In some embodiments, a CID signal is trans-
mitted at one of a plurality of alternative power level. In
some such embodiments, information identifying which
one of the alternative power levels a CID is transmitted
at is communicated by the CID signal.
[0101] Wireless device M 1526 estimates link channel
gain hAB 1802 corresponding to the link using CID = 1
based on received signals (1702, 1714) or based on re-
ceived signals (1752, 1764) or based on received signals
(1702, 1714, 1752, 1764). Wireless device M 1526 esti-
mates link channel gain hCD 1804 corresponding to the
link using CID = 2 based on received signals (1704, 1716)
or based on received signals (1754, 1766) or based on
received signals (1704, 1716, 1754, 1756). Wireless de-
vice M 1526 estimates link channel gain hEF 1806 cor-
responding to the link using CID = 3 based on received
signals (1706, 1718) or based on received signals (1756,
1768) or based on received signals (1706, 1718, 1756,
1768). Wireless device M 1526 estimates link channel
gain hGH 1808 corresponding to the link using CID = 4
based on received signals (1708, 1720) or based on re-
ceived signals (1758, 1770) or based on received signals
(1708, 1720, 1758, 1770). Wireless device M 1526 esti-
mates link channel gain hIJ 1810 corresponding to the
link using CID = 5 based on received signals (1710, 1722)
or based on received signals (1760, 1772) or based on
received signals (1710, 1722, 1760, 1772). Wireless de-
vice M 1526 estimates link channel gain hKL 1812 corre-
sponding to the link using CID = 6 based on received
signals (1712, 1724) or based on received signals (1762,
1774) or based on received signals (1712, 1724, 1762,
1774).
[0102] Wireless communications device M 1526 deter-
mines a distribution of the estimated channel gains as
indicated by block 1814. Wireless communications de-
vice M 1526 forms 3 groups of links based on the distri-
bution of the estimated channel gains, as indicated by
block 1816. In this example, the lowest gain channel
group, sometimes referred to as the long length link
group, includes the CID = 1 link and the CID = 6 link. In
this example, the intermediate gain channel group,
sometimes referred to as the medium length link group,
includes the CID = 3 link and the CID = 5 link. In this
example, the highest gain channel group, sometimes re-
ferred to as the short length link group, includes the CID
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= 2 link and the CID = 4 link.
[0103] Wireless communications device M
1526assigns its own link with estimated channel gain hMN
to the highest channel gain group, sometimes referred
to as the short length link group based on the gain hMN
relative to the estimated gains of the other links, as indi-
cated by block 1818. Wireless communications device
M 1526 acquires CID = 7 for the new link between M and
N. Subsequently the devices M 1526 and N 1528 will use
air link resources associated with CID = 7. For example,
device M 1526 will use a forward CID signaling broadcast
resource corresponding to CID =7 and device N 1528
will use a reverse CID signaling broadcast resource cor-
responding to CID = 7, in a similar manner as the other
connections use their resources as described in Figure
16. Similarly, device N 1528 will use a forward CID sig-
naling broadcast resource corresponding to CID =7 and
device M 1526 will use a reverse CID signaling broadcast
resource corresponding to CID = 7, in a similar manner
as the other connections use their resources as de-
scribed in Figure 16. Device M 1526 may, and sometimes
does use a traffic transmission request resource corre-
sponding to the high channel gain group and correspond-
ing to CID = 7. Device N 1528 may, and sometimes does
use a traffic transmission request response resource cor-
responding to the high channel gain group and corre-
sponding to CID = 7. Device N 1528 may, and sometimes
does use a traffic transmission request resource corre-
sponding to the high channel gain group and correspond-
ing to CID = 7. Device M 1526 may, and sometimes does
use a traffic transmission request response resource cor-
responding to the high channel gain group and corre-
sponding to CID = 7.
[0104] Drawing 1900 of Figure 19 illustrates exemplary
wireless communications device M 1526 making a traffic
transmission scheduling decision. Consider that device
M 1526 wants to transmit peer to peer traffic signals to
device N 1528 in the traffic slot. Device M 1526 deter-
mines the priority for the transmission slot based on the
group priority of the high gain group in the slot and the
individual priority of link with CID = 7 within the high gain
group to which it belongs, as indicated by block 1902. A
particular traffic request resource corresponds to this
combination of group priority and priority within the group.
Wireless communications device M 1526 transmits
transmission request signal 1904 using the transmission
request resource corresponding to its CID, CID =7, and
selected group, which is the high channel gain group
sometimes referred to as the short length link group.
Wireless communications device N 1528 receives signal
1904 and transmits transmission request response sig-
nal 1906. Wireless communications device M 1526 re-
ceives transmission request response signal 1906 and
transmission request response signals (1908, ... , 1910)
from other links which are seeking to transmit on the
same traffic resource concurrently. Device M 1526
makes a link scheduling decision, e.g., a transmitter
yielding decision, based on the amount of estimated in-

terference device M’s traffic transmission is estimated to
cause to higher priority links. If device M 1526 decides
not to yield and to proceed with its intended traffic trans-
mission, device M generates and transmits traffic data
signals 1914.
[0105] Wireless device M 1526 may, and sometimes
does, make links scheduling decision for a plurality of
traffic slots. Wireless device M 1526 holds the same CID,
CID = 7 for multiple traffic slots and remains assigned to
the same channel gain based group, e.g., the high chan-
nel link gain based group for multiple traffic slots. How-
ever, the relative priority of the link between device M
and N may, and sometimes does change from one slot
to another in accordance with predetermined group hop-
ping and/or in accordance with predetermined hopping
within a group, e.g., in accordance with a hopping func-
tion or functions.
[0106] At a later point in time device M 1526 performs
a reevaluation of conditions, e.g., estimating its current
channel link gain, estimating channel link gains of other
links, determining distributions of estimated channel link
gains, forming 3 new groups of links based on the distri-
bution of estimated channel gains, and assigning its own
link to one of the groups. Thus device M 1526 may, and
sometimes does, reassign its link with CID =7, to another
group, e.g., a low channel gain group or an intermediate
channel gain group. Device M 1526 would then subse-
quently hold the new assignment for multiple traffic slots.
In various embodiments, the ranges of the different
groups may, and sometimes do, change over time.
[0107] Drawing 2000 of Figure 20 illustrates exemplary
partitioning of the connection identifier signaling resourc-
es 2002 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.
Exemplary connection identifier signaling resources
2002 are, e.g., connection identifier signaling resources
702 of Figure 7. CID signal resources 2002 includes: CID
resources dedicated to the group having the lowest link
channel gain, sometimes referred to as the long length
link group 2004, CID resources dedicated to the group
having intermediate link channel gain, sometimes re-
ferred to as the medium length link group 2006, CID re-
sources dedicated to the group having the high link chan-
nel gain, sometimes referred to as the short length link
group 2008, CID resources dedicated to the group having
the lowest link channel gain, sometimes referred to as
the long length link group 2010, CID resources dedicated
to the group having intermediate link channel gain, some-
times referred to as the medium length link group 2012,
and CID resources dedicated to the group having the
high link channel gain, sometimes referred to as the short
length link group 2014.
[0108] In this example, there are 96 individual resourc-
es units in CID signaling resources 2002, and each dif-
ferent connection identifier (CID = 1, CID = 2, ...., CID =
48) corresponds to two individual resource units in block
2002. In this example, specific CIDs are associated with
specific groups in accordance with a predetermined map-
ping. CID = 1 through CID = 16 correspond to the low
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link channel gain group. CID = 17 through CID = 32 cor-
respond to the intermediate link channel gain group. CID
= 33 through CID = 48 correspond to the high link channel
gain group.
[0109] If a wireless communications device wants to
establish a peer to peer link and acquire a CID, the wire-
less communications device selects a CID from the un-
used CIDs in the group to which it seeks to join. The
wireless communications device selects which group to
join based on its own channel link gain and the estimated
channel gains of existing links.
[0110] Drawing 2100 of Figure 21 illustrates exemplary
partitioning of the reverse connection identifier signal re-
sources 2102 in accordance with an exemplary embod-
iment. Exemplary reverse connection identifier signaling
resources 2102 are, e.g., reverse connection identifier
signaling resources 704 of Figure 7. Reverse CID signal
resources 2102 includes: reverse CID resources dedi-
cated to the group having the lowest link channel gain,
sometimes referred to as the long length link group 2104,
reverse CID resources dedicated to the group having in-
termediate link channel gain, sometimes referred to as
the medium length link group 2106, reverse CID resourc-
es dedicated to the group having the high link channel
gain, sometimes referred to as the short length link group
2108, reverse CID resources dedicated to the group hav-
ing the lowest link channel gain, sometimes referred to
as the long length link group 2110, reverse CID resources
dedicated to the group having intermediate link channel
gain, sometimes referred to as the medium length link
group 2112, and reverse CID resources dedicated to the
group having the high link channel gain, sometimes re-
ferred to as the short length link group 2114.
[0111] In this example, there are 96 individual resourc-
es units in reverse CID signaling resources 2102, and
each different connection identifier (CID = 1, CID = 2, ....,
CID = 48) corresponds to two individual resource units
in block 2102. In this example, specific CIDs are associ-
ated with specific groups in accordance with a predeter-
mined mapping. CID = 1 through CID = 16 correspond
to the low link channel gain group. CID = 17 through CID
= 32 correspond to the intermediate link channel gain
group. CID = 33 through CID = 48 correspond to the high
link channel gain group.
[0112] For each resource, associated with a CID, in
forward CID resources 2002, there is a corresponding
resource in reverse connection identifier resources 2102,
associated with the same CID. In some embodiments, a
forward CID resource associated with a particular CID,
e.g., resource 2016 associated with CID =1 is used to
carry a connection identifier broadcast signal from one
device in the pair of devices corresponding to the con-
nection having connection identifier CID =1; and a re-
verse CID resource associated with a particular CID, e.g.,
resource 2116 associated with CID =1 is used to carry a
reverse connection identifier broadcast signal from the
other device in the pair of devices corresponding to the
connection having connection identifier CID =1. The re-

verse connection identifier broadcast signal is a response
to a connection identifier broadcast signal. In some em-
bodiments, the reverse connection identifier signal is
transmitted at a power level inversely proportional to the
power level at which the corresponding forward CID
broadcast signal is received by the device which broad-
casts the reverse CID signal.
[0113] For CID = 1, a first resource pair is forward CID
resource 2016 and reverse CID resource 2116. For CID
=1, a second resource pair is forward resource 2018 and
reverse CID resource 2118. Thus both ends of a link can
transmit both a CID signal and a reverse CID signal.
[0114] In other embodiments, there may be a different
number of CIDs used in the system. In some embodi-
ments, an individual resource unit corresponding to a
CID, e.g., resource unit 2016 corresponding to CID =1
or resource unit 2116 corresponding to CID = 1, is a single
OFDM tone-symbol which represents one OFDM tone
for 1 OFDM symbol transmission time interval.
[0115] Drawing 2200 of Figure 22 illustrates exemplary
priority within a group and priority hopping within the
group. Request resources 2202 for low channel gain
group is, e.g., any of request resources (1108, 1208,
1304). Request resources corresponding to a group 2202
includes 16 resources corresponding to different CIDs
used by the group (CID = 1, ..., CID = 16). The group is
a low channel gain group of connections, e.g., a long link
length group. Priority within the block is based on the
position of the individual resource with block 2202. The
resource corresponding to the highest frequency index
and lowest time index, the resource for CID = 1, has the
highest priority, and the resource having the having the
lowest time index and highest time index, the resource
for CID = 16, has the lowest priority.
[0116] Request resources 2204 for the low channel
group includes 16 resources corresponding to different
CIDs used by the group (CID = 1, ..., CID = 48). Consider
Request resources 2204 for low channel gain group is,
e.g., any of request resources (1108, 1208, 1304). Con-
sider that the group is the same group described with
respect to block 2202. Priority within the block is based
on the position of the individual resource with block 2204.
The resource corresponding to the highest frequency in-
dex and lowest time index, the resource for CID = 15,
has the highest priority, and the resource having the low-
est time index and highest time index, the resource for
CID = 4, has the lowest priority.
[0117] Figure 22 has been described with respect to
the low link channel gain group. The same approach, of
priority hopping within a group, applies to the high link
channel gain group and the intermediate channel link
channel gain group. With the high link channel gain group
the request resources are, e.g., any of request resources
(1104, 1206, 1306) and the CIDs used by the group are
(CID = 33, ..., CID =48). With the intermediate link chan-
nel gain group the request resources are, e.g., any of
request resources (1106, 1204, 1308) and the CIDs used
by the group are (CID = 16, ..., CID = 32).
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[0118] Various methods and apparatus described in
this application are well suited for use in wireless com-
munications devices and networks supporting peer to
peer signaling. In various embodiments a device of any
of one or more of Figures 1-22 includes a module corre-
sponding to each of the individual steps and/or opera-
tions described with regard to any of the Figures in the
present application and/or described in the detailed de-
scription of the present application. The modules may,
and sometimes are implemented in hardware. In other
embodiments, the modules may, and sometimes are, im-
plemented as software modules including processor ex-
ecutable instructions which when executed by the proc-
essor of the wireless communications device cause the
device to implement the corresponding step or operation.
In still other embodiments, some or all of the modules
are implemented as a combination of hardware and soft-
ware.
[0119] The techniques of various embodiments may
be implemented using software, hardware and/or a com-
bination of software and hardware. Various embodi-
ments are directed to apparatus, e.g., mobile wireless
communications devices, e.g., mobile nodes such as mo-
bile terminals, stationary wireless communications de-
vices such as access points such as base stations, net-
work nodes and/or communications systems. Various
embodiments are also directed to methods, e.g., method
of controlling and/or operating wireless communications
devices such as mobile nodes and/or stationary nodes,
access points such as base stations network nodes
and/or communications systems, e.g., hosts. Various
embodiments are also directed to machine, e.g., compu-
ter, readable medium, e.g., ROM, RAM, CDs, hard discs,
etc., which include machine readable instructions for con-
trolling a machine to implement one or more steps of a
method. The computer readable medium is, e.g., non-
transitory computer readable medium.
[0120] It is understood that the specific order or hier-
archy of steps in the processes disclosed is an example
of exemplary approaches. Based upon design preferenc-
es, it is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of
steps in the processes may be rearranged while remain-
ing within the scope of the present disclosure. The ac-
companying method claims present elements of the var-
ious steps in a sample order, and are not meant to be
limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.
[0121] In various embodiments nodes described here-
in are implemented using one or more modules to per-
form the steps corresponding to one or more methods,
for example, signal reception, signal processing, signal
generation and/or transmission steps. Thus, in some em-
bodiments various features are implemented using mod-
ules. Such modules may be implemented using software,
hardware or a combination of software and hardware.
Many of the above described methods or method steps
can be implemented using machine executable instruc-
tions, such as software, included in a machine readable
medium such as a memory device, e.g., RAM, floppy

disk, etc. to control a machine, e.g., general purpose
computer with or without additional hardware, to imple-
ment all or portions of the above described methods, e.g.,
in one or more nodes. Accordingly, among other things,
various embodiments are directed to a machine-reada-
ble medium, e.g., a non-transitory computer readable
medium, including machine executable instructions for
causing a machine, e.g., processor and associated hard-
ware, to perform one or more of the steps of the above-
described method(s). Some embodiments are directed
to a device, e.g., a wireless communications device sup-
porting peer to peer signaling, including a processor con-
figured to implement one, multiple or all of the steps of
one or more methods of the invention.
[0122] In some embodiments, the processor or proc-
essors, e.g., CPUs, of one or more devices, e.g., com-
munications nodes such as wireless terminals, access
nodes, and/or network nodes, are configured to perform
the steps of the methods described as being performed
by the communications nodes. The configuration of the
processor may be achieved by using one or more mod-
ules, e.g., software modules, to control processor con-
figuration and/or by including hardware in the processor,
e.g., hardware modules, to perform the recited steps
and/or control processor configuration. Accordingly,
some but not all embodiments are directed to a device,
e.g., communications node, with a processor which in-
cludes a module corresponding to each of the steps of
the various described methods performed by the device
in which the processor is included. In some but not all
embodiments a device, e.g., communications node, in-
cludes a module corresponding to each of the steps of
the various described methods performed by the device
in which the processor is included. The modules may be
implemented using software and/or hardware.
[0123] Some embodiments are directed to a computer
program product comprising a computer-readable medi-
um, e.g., a non-transitory computer-readable medium,
comprising code for causing a computer, or multiple com-
puters, to implement various functions, steps, acts and/or
operations, e.g. one or more steps described above. De-
pending on the embodiment, the computer program prod-
uct can, and sometimes does, include different code for
each step to be performed. Thus, the computer program
product may, and sometimes does, include code for each
individual step of a method, e.g., a method of controlling
a communications device or node. The code may be in
the form of machine, e.g., computer, executable instruc-
tions stored on a computer-readable medium, e.g., a non-
transitory computer-readable medium, such as a RAM
(Random Access Memory), ROM (Read Only Memory)
or other type of storage device. In addition to being di-
rected to a computer program product, some embodi-
ments are directed to a processor configured to imple-
ment one or more of the various functions, steps, acts
and/or operations of one or more methods described
above. Accordingly, some embodiments are directed to
a processor, e.g., CPU, configured to implement some
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or all of the steps of the methods described herein. The
processor may be for use in, e.g., a communications de-
vice or other device described in the present application.
[0124] Various embodiments are well suited to com-
munications systems using a peer to peer signaling pro-
tocol. Some embodiments use an Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) based wireless peer to
peer signaling protocol, e.g., WiFi signaling protocol or
another OFDM based protocol.
[0125] While described in the context of an OFDM sys-
tem, at least some of the methods and apparatus of var-
ious embodiments are applicable to a wide range of com-
munications systems including many non-OFDM and/or
non-cellular systems.
[0126] Numerous additional variations on the methods
and apparatus of the various embodiments described
above will be apparent to those skilled in the art in view
of the above description. Such variations are to be con-
sidered within the scope. The methods and apparatus
may be, and in various embodiments are, used with Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA), OFDM, and/or various
other types of communications techniques which may be
used to provide wireless communications links between
communications devices. In some embodiments one or
more communications devices are implemented as ac-
cess points which establish communications links with
mobile nodes using OFDM and/or CDMA and/or may pro-
vide connectivity to the internet or another network via a
wired or wireless communications link. In various em-
bodiments the mobile nodes are implemented as note-
book computers, personal data assistants (PDAs), or oth-
er portable devices including receiver/transmitter circuits
and logic and/or routines, for implementing the methods.

Claims

1. A method (200) of operating a first wireless commu-
nications device (300) in an ad hoc network to per-
form link transmission scheduling for a first link, the
method comprising:

estimating (204) link channel gain for each of a
plurality of links in said ad hoc network;
assigning (210) the first link to one of a plurality
of different groups of links according to an esti-
mated channel gain of the first link relative to
estimated channel gains of other links;
determining (212) priority of the first link for a
first time period based on a link identifier corre-
sponding to the first link and the group of links
to which the first link was assigned; and
making (214) a first link scheduling decision for
the first time period as a function of the deter-
mined priority of the first link.

2. The method of claim 1,
wherein said plurality of different groups includes a

first group of links, links in said first group corre-
sponding to a first channel gain range; and
wherein said plurality of different groups includes a
second group of links, links in said second group
corresponding to a second channel gain range, said
second channel gain range having a higher gain than
said first channel gain range.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein estimating includes
determining the channel gain for an individual link
from i) the received power of a connection identifier
signal corresponding to the individual link transmit-
ted by a first node, which corresponds to a first end
of said individual link and ii) the received power of a
reverse connection identifier signal corresponding
to the individual link, said reverse connection iden-
tifier signal transmitted by said first node.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the priority of the
different link groups is based on channel gain, the
priority of a group of low gain links not falling between
the priority of links corresponding to different groups
of links having higher gains.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein making a first link
scheduling decision includes making a transmission
yielding decision as a function of the priority of said
first link relative to the priority of at least one other
link seeking to transmit in the first time period.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said transmission
yielding decision is whether or not to transmit based
on the interference which may be caused to said
another link.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining (208) the distribution of estimated
channel gains for links in said plurality of links;
and
wherein said assigning the first link to one of a
plurality of different groups of links according to
an estimated channel gain of the first link relative
to the estimated channel gains of other links is
based on the position of the estimated gain of
the first link within the distribution of estimated
channel gains.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

wherein said assigning the first link to one of a
plurality of different groups of links according to
an estimated channel gain of the first link relative
to the estimated channel gains of other links is
based on the value of the estimated channel
gain of the first link relative to one or more group
gain ranges.
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9. A first wireless communications device (300) in an
ad hoc network, the first wireless communications
device comprising:

means (404) for estimating link channel gain for
each of a plurality of links in said ad hoc network;
means (410) for assigning a first link to one of a
plurality of different groups of links according to
an estimated channel gain of the first link relative
to estimated channel gains of other links;
means (412) for determining priority of the first
link for a first time period based on a link identifier
corresponding to the first link and the group of
links to which the first link was assigned; and
means (414) for making a first link scheduling
decision for the first time period as a function of
the determined priority of the first link.

10. The first wireless communications device of claim 9,
wherein said plurality of different groups includes a
first group of links, links in said first group corre-
sponding to a first channel gain range; and
wherein said plurality of different groups includes a
second group of links, links in said second group
corresponding to a second channel gain range, said
second channel gain range having a higher gain than
said first channel gain range.

11. The first wireless communications device of claim
10, wherein said means for estimating includes
means for determining the channel gain for an indi-
vidual link from i) the received power of a connection
identifier signal corresponding to the individual link
transmitted by a first node, which corresponds to a
first end of said individual link and ii) the received
power of a reverse connection identifier signal cor-
responding to the individual link, said reverse con-
nection identifier signal transmitted by said first node.

12. The first wireless communications device of claim
10, wherein the priority of the different link groups is
based on channel gain, the priority of a group of low
gain links not falling between the priority of links cor-
responding to different groups of links having higher
gains.

13. The first wireless communications device of claim 9,
further comprising:

means (408) for determining the distribution of
estimated channel gains for links in said plurality
of links; and
wherein said means for assigning the first link
to one of a plurality of different groups of links
according to an estimated channel gain of the
first link relative to the estimated channel gains
of other links bases the assigning on the position
of the estimated gain of the first link within the

distribution of estimated channel gains.

14. The first wireless communications device of claim 9,
wherein said means for assigning the first link to one
of a plurality of different groups of links according to
an estimated channel gain of the first link relative to
the estimated channel gains of other links bases the
assigning on the value of the estimated channel gain
of the first link relative to one or more group gain
ranges.

15. A computer program comprising executable instruc-
tions for causing at least one computer to perform a
method according to one of the claims 1 to 8 when
executed.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren (200) zum Betreiben eines ersten draht-
losen Kommunikationsgeräts (300) in einem Ad-
hoc-Netzwerk zum Durchführen von Verbindung-
Übermittlungszuteilung für eine erste Verbindung,
das Verfahren umfassend:

Schätzen (204) von Verbindungskanalverstär-
kung für jeden aus einer Mehrzahl von Verbin-
dungen in dem Ad-hoc-Netzwerk;
Zuordnen (210) der ersten Verbindung zu einer
aus einer Mehrzahl von verschiedenen Gruppen
von Verbindungen nach Maßgabe einer ge-
schätzten Kanalverstärkung der ersten Verbin-
dung relativ zu geschätzten Kanalverstärkun-
gen von anderen Verbindungen;
Bestimmen (212) von Priorität der ersten Ver-
bindung für eine erste Zeitperiode basierend auf
einer Verbindungskennung, welche der ersten
Verbindung und der Gruppe von Verbindungen,
welcher die erste Verbindung zugeordnet wur-
de, entspricht; und
Treffen (214) einer ersten Verbindungszutei-
lung-Entscheidung für die erste Zeitperiode als
eine Funktion der bestimmten Priorität der ers-
ten Verbindung.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei die Mehrzahl von verschiedenen Gruppen ei-
ne erste Gruppe von Verbindungen beinhaltet, wo-
bei Verbindungen in der ersten Gruppe einem ersten
Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich entsprechen; und
wobei die Mehrzahl von verschiedenen Gruppen ei-
ne zweite Gruppe von Verbindungen beinhaltet, wo-
bei Verbindungen in der zweiten Gruppe einem zwei-
ten Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich entsprechen, wobei
der zweite Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich eine höhere
Verstärkung als der erste Kanalverstärkungs-Be-
reich hat.
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3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei das Schätzen
Bestimmen der Kanalverstärkung für eine individu-
elle Verbindung beinhaltet aus i) der empfangenen
Leistung eines Verbindungsidentifikationssignals,
welches der individuellen Verbindung entspricht,
welche durch einen ersten Knoten übermittelt wird,
welcher einem ersten Ende der individuellen Verbin-
dung entspricht und ii) der empfangenen Leistung
eines entgegengesetzten Verbindungsidentifikati-
onssignals, welches der individuellen Verbindung
entspricht, wobei das entgegengesetzte Verbin-
dungsidentifikationssignal durch den ersten Knoten
übermittelt wird.

4. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei die Priorität der
verschiedenen Verbindungsgruppen auf Kanalver-
stärkung basiert, wobei die Priorität einer Gruppe
von niedrig Verstärkungsverbindungen nicht zwi-
schen die Priorität von Verbindungen, fällt welche
verschiedenen Gruppen von Verbindungen mit hö-
heren Verstärkungen entsprechen.

5. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das Treffen ei-
ner ersten Verbindungszuteilung-Entscheidung
Treffen einer Übermittlungsnachgeben-Entschei-
dung als eine Funktion der Priorität der ersten Ver-
bindung relativ zu der Priorität der zumindest einen
anderen Verbindung umfasst, welche in der ersten
Zeitperiode zu übermitteln anstrebt.

6. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei die Übermitt-
lungsnachgeben-Entscheidung ist, ob übermittelt
werden soll oder nicht, basierend auf der Störung,
welche durch die andere Verbindung verursacht
werden kann.

7. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend:

Bestimmen (208) der Verteilung von geschätz-
ten Kanalverstärkungen für Verbindungen in der
Mehrzahl von Verbindungen; und
wobei das Zuordnen der ersten Verbindung zu
einer aus einer Mehrzahl von verschiedenen
Gruppen von Verbindungen nach Maßgabe ei-
ner geschätzten Kanalverstärkung der ersten
Verbindung relativ zu den geschätzten Kanal-
verstärkungen von anderen Verbindungen auf
der Position der geschätzten Verstärkung der
ersten Verbindung innerhalb der Verteilung von
geschätzten Kanalverstärkungen basiert.

8. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend:

wobei das Zuordnen der ersten Verbindung zu
einer aus einer Mehrzahl von verschiedenen
Gruppen von Verbindungen nach Maßgabe ei-
ner geschätzten Kanalverstärkung der ersten
Verbindung relativ zu den geschätzten Kanal-

verstärkungen von anderen Verbindungen auf
dem Wert der geschätzten Kanalverstärkung
der ersten Verbindung relativ zu einem oder
mehreren Gruppenverstärkungsbereiche ba-
siert.

9. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät (300) in ei-
nem Ad-hoc-Netzwerk, das erste drahtlose Kommu-
nikationsgerät aufweisend:

Mittel (404) zum Schätzen von Verbindungska-
nalverstärkung für jede aus einer Mehrzahl von
Verbindungen in dem Ad-hoc-Netzwerk;
Mittel (410) zum Zuordnen einer ersten Verbin-
dung zu einer aus einer Mehrzahl von verschie-
denen Gruppen von Verbindungen nach
Maßgabe einer geschätzten Kanalverstärkung
der ersten Verbindung relativ zu geschätzten
Kanalverstärkungen von anderen Verbindun-
gen;
Mittel (412) zum Bestimmen von Priorität der
ersten Verbindung für eine erste Zeitperiode ba-
sierend auf einer Verbindungskennung, welche
der ersten Verbindung und der Gruppe von Ver-
bindungen, welcher die erste Verbindung zuge-
ordnet wurde, entspricht; und
Mittel (414) zum Treffen einer ersten Verbin-
dungszuteilung-Entscheidung für die erste Zeit-
periode als eine Funktion der bestimmten Prio-
rität der ersten Verbindung.

10. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät gemäß An-
spruch 9,
wobei die Mehrzahl von verschiedenen Gruppen ei-
ne erste Gruppe von Verbindungen beinhaltet, wo-
bei Verbindungen in der ersten Gruppe einem ersten
Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich entsprechen; und
wobei die Mehrzahl von verschiedenen Gruppen ei-
ne zweite Gruppe von Verbindungen beinhaltet, wo-
bei Verbindungen in der zweiten Gruppe einem zwei-
ten Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich entsprechen, wobei
der zweite Kanalverstärkungs-Bereich eine höhere
Verstärkung als der erste Kanalverstärkungs-Be-
reich hat.

11. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät gemäß An-
spruch 10, wobei das Mittel zum Schätzen Mittel zum
Bestimmen der Kanalverstärkung für eine individu-
elle Verbindung beinhaltet aus i) der empfangenen
Leistung eines Verbindungsidentifikationssignals,
welches der individuellen Verbindung entspricht,
welche durch einen ersten Knoten übermittelt wird,
welcher einem ersten Ende der individuellen Verbin-
dung entspricht und ii) der empfangenen Leistung
eines entgegengesetzten Verbindungsidentifikati-
onssignals, welches der individuellen Verbindung
entspricht, wobei das entgegengesetzte Verbin-
dungsidentifikationssignal durch den ersten Knoten
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übermittelt wird.

12. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät gemäß An-
spruch 10, wobei die Priorität der verschiedenen
Verbindungsgruppen auf Kanalverstärkung basiert,
wobei die Priorität einer Gruppe von niedrig Verstär-
kungsverbindungen nicht zwischen die Priorität von
Verbindungen fällt, welche verschiedenen Gruppen
von Verbindungen mit höheren Verstärkungen ent-
sprechen.

13. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät gemäß An-
spruch 9, weiterhin aufweisend:

Mittel (408) zum Bestimmen der Verteilung von
geschätzten Kanalverstärkungen für Verbin-
dungen in der Mehrzahl von Verbindungen; und
wobei das Mittel zum Zuordnen der ersten Ver-
bindung zu einer aus einer Mehrzahl von ver-
schiedenen Gruppen von Verbindungen nach
Maßgabe einer geschätzten Kanalverstärkung
der ersten Verbindung relativ zu den geschätz-
ten Kanalverstärkungen von anderen Verbin-
dungen das Zuordnen auf der Position der ge-
schätzten Verstärkung der ersten Verbindung
innerhalb der Verteilung von geschätzten Ka-
nalverstärkungen basiert.

14. Erstes drahtloses Kommunikationsgerät gemäß An-
spruch 9,
wobei das Mittel zum Zuordnen der ersten Verbin-
dung zu einer aus einer Mehrzahl von verschiedenen
Gruppen von Verbindungen nach Maßgabe einer
geschätzten Kanalverstärkung der ersten Verbin-
dung relativ zu den geschätzten Kanalverstärkun-
gen von anderen Verbindungen das Zuordnen auf
dem Wert der geschätzten Kanalverstärkung der
ersten Verbindung relativ zu einem oder mehreren
Gruppenverstärkungsbereiche basiert.

15. Computerprogram aufweisend ausführbare Anwei-
sungen zum Veranlassen zumindest eines Compu-
ters um ein Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 8 durchzuführen, wenn das Computerprogramm
ausgeführt wird.

Revendications

1. Un procédé (200) de mise en oeuvre d’un premier
dispositif de communication sans fil (300) dans un
réseau ad hoc pour exécuter une planification des
émissions de liaisons pour une première liaison, le
procédé comprenant :

l’estimation (204) d’un gain de canal de liaison
pour chacune d’une pluralité de liaisons dans
ledit réseau ad hoc ;

l’affectation (210) de la première liaison à l’un
d’entre une pluralité de groupes de liaisons dif-
férents en fonction d’un gain de canal estimé de
la première liaison par rapport aux gains de ca-
nal estimés des autres liaisons ;
la détermination (212) d’une priorité de la pre-
mière liaison pour une première période tempo-
relle sur la base d’un identifiant de liaison cor-
respondant à la première liaison et au groupe
de liaisons auquel avait été affectée la première
liaison ; et
la prise (204) d’une première décision de plani-
fication des liaisons pour la première période
temporelle en fonction de la priorité déterminée
de la première liaison.

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1,
dans lequel ladite pluralité de groupes différents
comprend un premier groupe de liaisons, les liaisons
du premier groupe correspondant à une première
plage de gains de canal ; et
dans lequel ladite pluralité de groupes différents
comprend un second groupe de liaisons, les liaisons
du second groupe correspondant à une seconde pla-
ge de gains de canal, ladite seconde plage de gains
de canal présentant un gain plus élevé que ladite
première plage de gains de canal.

3. Le procédé de la revendication 2, dans lequel l’esti-
mation comprend la détermination du gain de canal
pour une liaison individuelle à partir i) de la puissance
reçue d’un signal d’identifiant de connexion corres-
pondant à la liaison individuelle émis par un premier
noeud, qui correspond à une première extrémité de
ladite liaison individuelle et ii) de la puissance reçue
d’un signal d’identifiant de connexion inverse corres-
pondant à la liaison individuelle, ledit signal d’iden-
tifiant de connexion inverse étant émis par ledit pre-
mier noeud.

4. Le procédé de la revendication 2, dans lequel la prio-
rité des groupes de liaisons différents est basée sur
le gain de canal, la priorité d’un groupe de liaisons
à faible gain ne tombant pas entre la priorité de
liaisons correspondant à des groupes différents de
liaisons présentant des gains supérieurs.

5. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la prise
d’une première décision de planification des liaisons
comprend la prise d’une décision de laisser le pas-
sage à l’émission en fonction de la priorité de ladite
première liaison par rapport à la priorité d’au moins
une autre liaison cherchant à émettre dans la pre-
mière période temporelle.

6. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel ladite
décision de laisser le passage à l’émission est
d’émettre ou non l’émission sur la base des interfé-
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rences qui peuvent être provoquées à ladite autre
liaison.

7. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

la détermination (208) de la distribution des
gains de canal estimés pour les liaisons de ladite
pluralité de liaisons ; et
dans lequel ladite affectation de la première
liaison à l’un des groupes d’une pluralité de
groupes différents de liaisons en fonction d’un
gain de canal estimé de la première liaison par
rapport aux gains de canal estimés d’autres
liaisons et basée sur la position du gain estimé
de la première liaison au sein de la distribution
des gains de canal estimés.

8. Le procédé de la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

dans lequel ladite affectation de la première
liaison à l’un des groupes d’une pluralité de
groupes différents de liaisons en fonction d’un
gain de canal estimé de la première liaison par
rapport aux gains de canal estimés d’autres
liaisons est basée sur la valeur du gain de canal
estimé de la première liaison par rapport à une
ou plusieurs plages de gains du groupe.

9. Un premier dispositif de communication sans fil (300)
dans un réseau ad hoc, le premier dispositif de com-
munication sans fil comprenant :

des moyens (404) d’estimation d’un gain de ca-
nal de liaison pour chacune d’une pluralité de
liaisons dans ledit réseau ad hoc ;
des moyens (410) d’affectation d’une première
liaison à l’un d’entre une pluralité de groupes de
liaisons différents en fonction d’un gain de canal
estimé de la première liaison par rapport aux
gains de canal estimés des autres liaisons ;
des moyens (412) de détermination d’une prio-
rité de la première liaison pour une première pé-
riode temporelle sur la base d’un identifiant de
liaison correspondant à la première liaison et au
groupe de liaisons auquel avait été affectée la
première liaison ; et
des moyens (414) de prise d’une première dé-
cision de planification des liaisons pour la pre-
mière période temporelle en fonction de la prio-
rité déterminée de la première liaison.

10. Le premier dispositif de communication sans fil de
la revendication 9,
dans lequel ladite pluralité de groupes différents
comprend un premier groupe de liaisons, les liaisons
du premier groupe correspondant à une première

plage de gains de canal ; et
dans lequel ladite pluralité de groupes différents
comprend un second groupe de liaisons, les liaisons
du second groupe correspondant à une seconde pla-
ge de gains de canal, ladite seconde plage de gains
de canal présentant un gain plus élevé que ladite
première plage de gains de canal.

11. Le premier dispositif de communication sans fil de
la revendication 10, dans lequel lesdits moyens d’es-
timation comprennent des moyens de détermination
du gain de canal pour une liaison individuelle à partir
i) de la puissance reçue d’un signal d’identifiant de
connexion correspondant à la liaison individuelle
émis par un premier noeud, qui correspond à une
première extrémité de ladite liaison individuelle et ii)
de la puissance reçue d’un signal d’identifiant de
connexion inverse correspondant à la liaison indivi-
duelle, ledit signal d’identifiant de connexion inverse
étant émis par ledit premier noeud.

12. Le premier dispositif de communication sans fil de
la revendication 10, dans lequel la priorité des grou-
pes de liaisons différents est basée sur le gain de
canal, la priorité d’un groupe de liaisons à faible gain
ne tombant pas entre la priorité de liaisons corres-
pondant à des groupes différents de liaisons présen-
tant des gains supérieurs.

13. Le premier dispositif de communication sans fil de
la revendication 9, comprenant en outre :

des moyens (408) de détermination de la distri-
bution des gains de canal estimés pour les
liaisons de ladite pluralité de liaisons ; et
dans lequel lesdits moyens d’affectation de la
première liaison à l’un des groupes d’une plura-
lité de groupes différents de liaisons en fonction
d’un gain de canal estimé de la première liaison
par rapport aux gains de canal estimés d’autres
liaisons basent l’affectation sur la position du
gain estimé de la première liaison au sein de la
distribution des gains de canal estimés.

14. Le premier dispositif de communication sans fil de
la revendication 9,
dans lequel lesdits moyens d’affectation de la pre-
mière liaison à l’un des groupes d’une pluralité de
groupes différents de liaisons en fonction d’un gain
de canal estimé de la première liaison par rapport
aux gains de canal estimés d’autres liaisons basent
l’affectation sur la valeur du gain de canal estimé de
la première liaison par rapport à une ou plusieurs
plages de gains du groupe.

15. Un programme informatique comprenant des ins-
tructions exécutables pour faire en sorte qu’au moins
un calculateur mette en oeuvre un procédé selon
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l’une des revendications 1 à 8 lorsqu’elles sont exé-
cutées.
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